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The solution of the Free World Facing slaughter and imprisonment of 

workers on strike and demonstrators following the Fake Electoral 

Democracy Theaters of the Islamic Republic  

It is Time for the Western Democratic Nations to clearly and Unequivocally Denounce the Islamic 

Republic of Iran. 

 Once again, the Islamic regime in Iran churned its propaganda machinery to feign a democratic 

election process and deflect from the nation’s adamant refusal to participate in the sham electoral process. 

As a result, and per independent sources both from within and outside Iran have estimated that between 

10-15% of the Iranian population voted in this election cycle.   Yet, not even systemic forgeries of voting 

slips and pre-stocked ballot boxes and marshaling forth its mercenaries and golden-tongued mouthpieces 

to silence detractors were enough this time around, and dismal electoral turnout forced the regime to 

concede that less than 50% of the population had voted in the recent election.  

 It is noteworthy that the majority of those who voted in the recent election were mostly comprised 

of civil servants and entities whose political activities are closely supervised and marshaled by the regime.  

 Yet, however you look at it, the current government lacks legitimacy and does not reflect the will 

of the people, so the western nations can no longer pay lip-service to the “democratic” election results in 

the country as an excuse to continue dealing with this putridly corrupt and murderous regime for short-

term gains.  

 Nor can the West ignore the fast-spreading and ongoing demonstrations against the government 

after the elections and their most severe and deadly turn in Iran’s fertile, oil, gas, and minerals rich 

province of Khuzestan, Iran’s breadbasket, where lack basic necessities such as drinking water has turned 

this mind-boggling ecological marvel into a dustbowl.  

 The fires of demonstrations continue to burn as people take to the streets and continue to rise 

against the regime. For those in power in Iran, and as they have reiterated many times, the nation and its 

people are of no importance and consequence.  There is no nation, only a state of Islam where people do 

not matter, only the sustenance of the genocidal, corrupt, and destructive Islamic regime, at any and all 

cost, reigns supreme. 

 Will the western democracies continue to support the mullah’s destructive reign of terror both 

within and outside Iran, or will they throw their weight behind the people of Iran and their continuing 

struggle to wrestle free from the Islamic boa constrictor that has coiled around this ancient and rich land, 

its people, and its culture? 

 It is time for the Western nations to decide. The time for half-measures is long gone. The Iranian 

people have had their fill of platitudes and political lullabies after forty years of bloodshed.  
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